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Abstract Autonomous navigation in unstructured environments is a common topic of re-

search, being motivated by robotic competitions and involving several sets of skills. We

present a modular architecture to integrate different components for path planning and nav-

igation of an autonomous mobile robot. This architecture was developed in order to par-

ticipate in the RoboMagellan competition hosted by RoboGames. It is divided in the or-

ganizational, functional and executive levels in order to secure that the developed system

has programmability, autonomy, adaptability and extensibility. Global and local localization

strategies use unscented and extended Kalman filters (UKF and EKF) to fuse data from

a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver, inertial measurement unit (IMU), odometry

and camera. Movement is controlled by a model reference adaptive controller (MRAC) and

a proportional controller. To avoid obstacles a deformable virtual zone (DVZ) approach is

used. The architecture was tested in simulated environments and with a real robot, providing

a very flexible approach to testing different configurations.
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1 Introduction

Autonomous navigation in unstructured environments is a task that brings robotics closer

to daily applications like autonomous cars [4,28,42,43]. Robot competitions encourage the

development of robotics in such tasks, and one of the better known is RoboMagellan1 —

an outdoor navigation competition which requires the robot to move in an unconstrained

and unstructured real-world outdoor environment with different obstacles. In this paper, we

expand on a previous work on the development of a robot platform to complete the task

proposed by the RoboMagellan challenge [40].

Our robot (Fig. 1) was built on top of a six-wheeled differential platform with DC gear

motors. As for sensing hardware, we included eleven ultrasonic sensors, a frontal bar, a

camera, a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver, a 9-axis inertial measurement unit

(IMU) and two incremental encoders, one for each side center motor. We used a Raspberry

Pi 3 as the central processing unit for controlling the robot and two Arduino Mega 2560 for

sensor data and real time processing.

Fig. 1 Bruce, the robot

We developed five modules for our system. A route planner module is responsible for

defining the best path between the target points. The localization module fuses the GPS,

IMU and odometry data using Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) and Unscented Kalman Fil-

ter (UKF) to provide a global position for the robot in the map. The vision module fuses a

vision based target tracking algorithm with odometry through an EKF providing a local lo-

calization for the robot. Additional sensing is done by the ultrasonic sensors and the frontal

bar, responsible for obstacle detection and target encounter, respectively. The motion con-

trol module is responsible for making the robot follow the planned path, using either the

information from the localization module or the vision module, all while avoiding obsta-

cles with a deformable virtual zone (DVZ) reactive obstacle avoidance algorithm. All of this

is brought together by the navigation module, which selects which information to use and

which actions to take.

In this paper, we expand the details on our algorithms, the implementation of each mod-

ule, and present additional experimental results for specific modules as well as for the com-

plete robot architecture, showing the effectiveness of our approach.

1 http://robogames.net/rules/magellan.php
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We present related works in Section 2

and describe the robot’s kinematic modeling in Section 3. In Section 4 we characterize the

system’s architecture and give an overview of each module that composes the system in

Section 5. In Section 6, we show the experimental results and present concluding remarks

in Section 7.

2 Related Works

The literature on navigation, localization and control is vast reflecting its importance on

real-world applications [4, 12, 39, 42]. Amid navigation, a more challenging problem is the

task of autonomous outdoor unstructured navigation. In such a scenario, large uncertainties,

exogenous noises and the unpredictability of the environment—e.g., light variations, terrain

conditions, dynamic obstacles, etc—hampers the prescribed plan to be executed, degrades

the localization system and removes the reliability of different sensors (high variability of

sensor uncertainties). Due to these challenges, autonomous outdoor navigation in unstruc-

tured environment is still an open problem being tackled through individual contributions in

related areas [11,14,15,19,20,22,30,41,45] and through sensor fusion [6,17,18,29,32,33]

and system integration [3, 5, 21, 26, 35, 44] .

To increase the performance and reliability of the localization system, sensor fusion

has been widely used in the literature. Among existing works, it is worth mention [3, 29]

for their contribution on Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) based sensor fusion

and navigation. The work in [29] proposes an adaptive Kalman filter to combine data from

the GNSS and the Inertial Navigation System (INS) from the inertial measurement unit

(IMU) sensors. Notwithstanding, the amount of information and how to address and pose

the estimation fusion is also a relevant problem, particularly in a system with large set of

different sensors and reduced computational and consumption power. To address such issue,

the work in [3] addresses the problem using a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to

cope with data from a GPS, a camera and from the odometry readings. This scheme returns

a system that selects data between odometry and visual systems avoiding fusion analysis

and reducing the computational complexity in run time.

In this work, we take a more general strategy, combining estimation fusion techniques

with a high-level navigation framework that ensures reliable performance, modularity and

adaptability to different tasks and scenarios. In this sense, the closest work in the literature is

the recent work of Valls et al. [44] which proposes and presents a complete system with the

integration of key components required for the navigation of an autonomous race car, i.e.,

system design, EKF–based state estimation, LiDAR–based perception, and particle filter-

based estimation. This seminal work is crucial for roboticists and for the developed of the

field as only a modicum of papers have formalised a complete description of robot architec-

ture and navigation framework. The current work was inspired by importance and challenges

of describing the complete framework of an autonomous navigation system and the gap in

the field robotics literature. In this sense, our work also presents a navigation framework

that integrates in a fluid manner the motion planning and control with the collision avoid-

ance strategies and the localization scheme. The main difference is the general design where

our focus is mostly on the challenges inherent of the uncertain and unpredictability of the

terrain and the task, and the required reduced computational and consumption power, in

contrast to [44] whose goal is to autonomously complete 10 laps of an unknown racetrack

as fast as possible.
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In other words, the result herein seeks to analyze and integrates all aspects of a naviga-

tion framework in a concise manner providing a complete, easy to follow and implement,

and efficient framework for autonomous outdoor navigation robotics.

3 System Modeling

The proposed architecture is based on modules, which work based on a model of the actual

robot. Although Bruce has six wheels, its kinematic model was simplified into a two-wheel

differential robot, illustrated in Fig. 2, since the wheels on each side rotate at the same speed.

The kinematic model of the robot may be approximated by the direct form [16]:

ξ̇ = J(p,γ,θ)ṗ, (1)

in which J is the kinematic model Jacobian matrix, p is the vector of variables that interferes

with the robot’s movement in the body frame and γ represents the set of geometric parame-

ters of the robot. The pose ξ = (rx,ry,θ)
T , in which (rx,ry) ∈R

2 is the robot’s position and

θ is the robot’s angular orientation, is given in the global frame.

For a differential robot, p = (ϕr,ϕl)
T is composed by ϕr and ϕl which represents the

angles of the traction axes of the right and left wheels respectively. The rotational velocities

of the wheels, ϕ̇r and ϕ̇l , form the ṗ vector. The geometric parameters of the robot, γ =
(r,b)T , represent the radius of its wheels (r) and half the distance between them (b).

Fig. 2 Differential robot model.

Thus, the kinematic model can be defined as:
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in which v is the linear velocity of the robot and ω its the angular velocity [23].
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Fig. 3 The Navigational Framework for the system architecture.

4 System Architecture

To help create and organize our system’s architecture, we developed our own framework [8,

13,37,38]. An autonomous robot’s organizational structure must be able to predict and adapt

to the situations it has before itself. It must be able to have a real time response to the events

presented, make decisions and take actions in run time [1]; To make all of this possible a

system architecture should have the following properties: (i) programmability, (ii) autonomy

and adaptability, (iii) reactivity, (iv) consistent behavior, (v) robustness and (vi) extensibility.

The proposed framework helps to ensure the programmability, autonomy, adaptability

and extensibility of the system. The other properties must be provided by the actual archi-

tecture implemented.

In this work, the framework focuses on the navigation problem due to the nature of the

RoboMagellan competition, which emphasizes autonomous navigation and obstacle avoid-

ance over varied, outdoor terrain. We used the Robot Operating System (ROS2) and the

C++ language to create it. As shown in Fig. 3, the framework is composed of three differ-

ent abstraction levels working together, each with its own responsibility. The organizational,

functional and executive levels work together, communicating through messages.

The organizational level, also known as the finite state machine (FSM) controller, is

responsible for orchestrating the robot’s behavior. It has two key parts: the FSM description

file and the FSM interpreter. The description file is an input file that is read at run time and

dictates the robot’s behavior using its four defining sections: actions, conditions, states and

the finite state machine definition.

Actions execute a task and conditions check if an event happened, so that the FSM can

either execute a different action in the same state or trigger a transition between FSM states.

These are precompiled code segments whose actual implementations depend on the specific

architecture and the lower levels. They are self contained and must be easy to understand

and use, which allows us to quickly test and reuse them. The state section simply declares

2 https://www.ros.org/
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all states the FSM will have while the FSM definition section describes each state using the

predefined actions and conditions.

The description file is interpreted and its information sent to the FSM controller, which

orchestrates the modules from the lower level accordingly and keeps track of the robot’s

current FSM state, which communicates with the modules in the functional level. The mod-

ules are responsible for executing the actions and detecting the conditions. Each module

declares its actions and conditions to create the library used by the description file. When an

action is required by the FSM controller, a message is sent to the proper module requesting

its execution. When a condition is triggered, a message is sent from the module to the FSM

controller which may cause a change in the current state.

The modules and the FSM controller run in parallel and independently, so each can

decide and act on what is needed to accomplish the requested action. If necessary, modules

can exchange messages, but these must be predefined and well documented. For example,

the trajectory control module receives an itinerary from the route planner module.

The lowest is the executive level, which is responsible for converting the computational

abstraction into environmental actuation and vice-versa. It uses three key components: the

actuator interface, the sensor interface and the conversion layer.

Both interfaces are responsible for direct communication with the physical sensors and

actuators. They provide all the information to the conversion layer, which then transforms it

into an abstract representation that is sent to the higher levels. The executive level makes the

Navigational Framework really extensible since it is the only part that needs to be updated

in case of changes in hardware - the other levels work in higher abstraction and may remain

unchanged.

Low level, hardware specific modules, such as a speed controller, are also in the execu-

tive level. The conversion layer can introduce small delays in sensor readings, so modules

that do not allow any delays belong in the executive level to avoid these delays.

From the Navigational Framework, a specific architecture for the RoboMagellan chal-

lenge can be specified, as shown in Fig. 4. The final robotic system for Bruce is composed

of 5 modules in the functional level, each detailed in the following sections.

5 System Modules

The modules define how the robot handles specific tasks related to its objective of au-

tonomous navigation and obstacle avoidance in outdoor terrain.

5.1 Navigation Control Module

The navigation control module in the organizational level implements a FSM with eight

states shown in Fig. 5, where the initial and final states are colored in green and red, respec-

tively. It uses the actions and conditions provided by the other modules to control the robot’s

behavior, either by activating or deactivating modules, passing parameters to them and con-

trolling how the system operates (actions) or by launching events triggered by the modules

or sensors, representing the changes on the environment or that a module has achieved its

goal (conditions).

In the “Wait start button” state, all systems are off and the robot is waiting for a but-

ton press to define the system’s coordinate system or to start executing the algorithm. The
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Fig. 4 Bruce’s architecture for the RoboMagellan competition. Blue modules are implemented in the Rasp-

berry, green modules are implemented in Arduino number 1 and purple modules in Arduino number 2.

Fig. 5 The robot FSM diagram that describes the behavior the navigation module must execute.

“Define coordinate system origin” state uses the localization and route planner modules to

check if the robot is inside the environment’s map and define its coordinate system’s origin.

The “Setup” state waits for a valid position estimate from the localization module, after

which the “Plan route” state requests a global plan from the route planner module to tran-

sition to the “Long approach” state. It continuously communicates with the the trajectory

control and localization modules in the functional level and the lower levels through the

conversion layer to follow the plan.

When an obstacle is detected by the sensors, it switches to “Obstacle avoidance” state.

The trajectory control provides reactive obstacle avoidance, which adds the detected objects

to the local map so it may be partially adapted to create a new route around them. If this leads
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to the robot straying for more than ten meters from the global plan, the machine transitions

back to the “Plan route” state in order to adapt to the changes - a reactive approach to the

dynamic environment.

When the robot detects it is less than five meters from the target, it switches to “Short

approach” state which searches for the target using the vision module and moves towards

it with the approach control module. The goal is considered to have been reached after the

contact sensors are activated and the vision module decides it is reasonable that the contact

is with target according to its readings, triggering the “Finish” state which deactivates the

robot.

5.2 Localization Module

Autonomous navigation implies that the robot recognizes its position as well as its move-

ment in its surrounding environment. To achieve this, we fused data from GPS, IMU and

incremental encoders to obtain the robot’s three-dimensional position and attitude. Consid-

ering the our nonlinear system, we evaluated the data through an extended Kalman filter

(EKF) and an unscented Kalman filter (UKF) [24, 36]. For further details on sensor fusion,

readers are also referred [6, 33, 36].

We used the GPS receiver to obtain both the robot’s velocity (vn) and position (rn) in the

global navigation frame North-East-Down (N frame). The IMU is equipped with a triaxial

gyroscope, an accelerometer and a magnetometer, and provides the angular velocity (ωb
nb),

the specific force (fb), and the magnetic field (mb) in the robot body coordinate frame (B

frame). The robot’s acceleration is then integrated in the standard GPS/IMU fusion to esti-

mate the robot’s three-dimensional velocity. The incremental encoders provide the angular

velocities of the robot’s wheels (ϕ̇), which enables the odometry to be computed and, thus,

to estimate the robot’s two-dimensional velocity.

Experimentally, we observed that the IMU solution errors grew faster than those ob-

tained from the odometry and that the vibration caused by uneven and harsh terrains further

increased the degradation in the IMU solution. Thus we opted to use the odometry’s two-

dimensional velocity instead of the IMU’s three-dimensional one.

Therefore, the localization model may be summarized by the following state and mea-

surement equations, respectively:

xk = f (xk−1,uk)+wk, wk ∼N (0,Qk), (3a)

yk = h(xk)+vk, vk ∼N (0,Rk), (3b)

where x is the state vector, y is the measurement vector, wk and vk are, respectively, the pro-

cess and measurement noises, of Gaussian nature with zero mean and Q and R covariances,

f is the function that models the process and h models the measurement.

The state vector x and the input vector u are defined as:

x =
[

qb
n rn vn

]T
(4a)

u =
[

ωb
nb ϕ̇

]T
, (4b)

in which qb
n is the attitude quaternion, rn is the position and vn is the robot’s velocity in the

N frame, ωb
nb is the gyroscope measurement and ϕ̇ is the odometry measurements.
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The function f (Eq. 3a), which models the process [13, 14], is detailed by:

qk = e−
1
2 W∆ tqk−1, (5a)

rk = rk−1 +vk−1∆ t, (5b)





vx

vy

ωz
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2
cos(θk−1)

r
2
cos(θk−1)

r
2
sin(θk−1)
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2
sin(θk−1)

r
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[

ϕ̇r

ϕ̇l

]

, (5c)

vz,k = vz,k−1, (5d)

in which W is the skew-symmetric matrix of the angular velocities [14]. Equation 5c repre-

sents the kinematic model of the differential robot [23], in which r is the wheels’ radius and

b represents half the distance between them.

Function h in Eq. 3b is given by the identity

y = I10×10

[

qb
n rn vn

]T
. (6)

in which the position and velocity are provided by the GPS receiver and attitude quater-

nion is estimated by processing the accelerometer and gyroscope readings with the TRIAD

algorithm [9].

The whole process is illustrated in Fig. 6. To fuse the data, we evaluated both the EKF

and the UKF, in which x̂ represents the state vector estimation and P represents its covariance

matrix. While the EKF is the most widely used in localization problems [7, 17], it may

present filter divergence if the errors are not within the linear region. Therefore, we also

implemented the UKF [34], and compared the results with the ones obtained with the EKF.

The complete algorithm for both filters can be found in [13].

Fig. 6 Localization module diagram
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Fig. 7 Motion and trajectory control module’s control architecture diagram.

5.3 Motion and Trajectory Control Module

An autonomous mobile robot must try to follow a trajectory in a dynamic environment

without hitting any obstacles. Bruce’s motion and trajectory control module, presented in

Fig. 7, is responsible for this. The module is composed of four layers: trajectory tracking

control, reactive obstacle avoidance, velocity control and approach control.

Firstly, in the trajectory tracking control layer, the motion planner generates the path in

the shape of line segments, from the route points calculated by the route planner module, to

compose the robot’s planned trajectory. These segments are input into the reference model

for Bruce, called virtual robot, which is a simulation that has the real robot’s kinematic

model and executes its motion ideally since he moves with a constant speed through the

planned path segment and does not suffer any interference in his movement, as if in an ideal

environment (no slippage, errors, etc.). Then, the trajectory controller acts by making the

real robot follow the movement performed by the reference, based on [23].

The purpose of the trajectory controller is actually to minimize the error between the

virtual robot’s position (rr), and the vehicle’s actual perceived position (r). The error is

computed by:




ε1

ε2

ε3



=





cos(θ) sin(θ) 0

−sin(θ) cos(θ) 0

0 0 1









rrx− rx

rry− ry

θr−θ



 , (7)

The trajectory controller calculates the error and provides the velocity vector Vq, that would

make the real robot reach the reference model. This vector q is calculated according to the

control laws [22, 38]

Vq =

[

v

ω

]

=

[

vr cos(ε3)+K1ε1

ωr + vrK2ε2 +K3 sin(ε3)

]

, (8)

where vr and ωr are, respectively, the virtual robot’s linear and angular velocities, v and ω
are, respectively, the real robot’s linear and angular velocities, and K1, K2 and K3 are positive

constants.

The stability of this controller can be verified through the Lyapunov criteria [22,23,38].

A candidate function is defined by:

V0(ε1,ε2,ε3) =
1

2
(ε2

1 + ε2
2 )+

1− cosε3

K2
, (9)
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so that V0(ε1,ε2,ε3) is always a real positive function and equals to zero if ε1,ε2, and ε3 are

null. In addition, it can be verified that its derivative satisfies the inequality

d

dt
V0(ε1,ε2,ε3) = ε1

dε1

dt
+ ε2

dε2

dt
+ ε3

dε3

dt

sinε3

K2
=−K1ε2

1 −
K3 sin2 ε3

K2
≤ 0. (10)

The motion planner also determines which of the path segments should be tracked at

any instant, thus it is crucial to correctly identify when to switch from the current segment

being followed to the next segment in the plan.

In order to recognize if a path segment λi is the current one, a new coordinate axis,

XbxY b, is defined with its origin at the end point of λi, Pb = (xb,yb), as shown in Fig. 8.

Then we simply transform the robot’s position, (rx,ry), into this new coordinate system and

verify if its position has a negative xb axis component.

Fig. 8 Path segment being followed.

The point (rx,ry) ∈ XxY will belong to the path segment λi if

cos(α)∗ (rx− xb)+ sin(α)∗ (ry− yb)< 0. (11)

Thus, when the goal point in the current segment is achieved, the new path segment is

defined between the robot’s current position and the next route point.

The obstacle avoidance module executes in parallel to trajectory tracking control, apply-

ing the Deformable Virtual Zone (DVZ) [15, 16], a reactive obstacle avoidance algorithm.

This method considers a protective zone around the robot, which is deformed by the pres-

ence of an obstacle, as shown in Fig. 9, and allowing it to act in a dynamic environment.

When the protective zone is deformed, the virtual robot’s speed calculation is updated

to avoid collision [16, 38], as follows:

Vq′r,k =

[

vr,k

ωr,k

]

=

[

vr,k−1

ωr,k−1

]

+

[

Kt fk cos(σk)
Kr sin(σk)

]

, (12)

where fk is the deformation vector’s sum module, σ is its orientation and Kt and Kr are

positive constants.

The motion and trajectory control module combines these two layers, following the

path segments when no obstacle is present and reacting to avoid one while the route planner

creates a new path that considers it.
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Fig. 9 Obstacle deforming the DVZ region.

When close to the target position, the approach control layer takes charge and a propor-

tional controller receives as input the distance D and orientation ψ of the target relative to

the robot in order to regulate its speed [38]. The velocity vector is calculated by:

Vq′′ =

[

v

ω

]

=

[

KdD

Kψ ψ

]

, (13)

where Kd and Kψ are positive constants.

The motion related modules output the velocity vector Vq in the same format, which

is then input into the velocity controller to keep the robot at the reference speed needed

to execute the desired path. There are, however, several unforeseen situations in an open

environment, which interfere with the robot’s motion.

In order to surpass the challenges inherent to the rough terrain and unknown environ-

ment, while maintaining an overall satisfactory performance in the competitive nature of

RoboMagellan, this module uses a model reference adaptive controller (MRAC) [10]. The

general idea of MRAC is to create a closed loop controller with parameters that are updated

to change the system response. The output of the system is compared to a desired output of

a reference model and an error signal is generated. The controller parameters are updated

based on this error through adaptive rules based on Lyapunov stability theory, aiming for the

parameters converge to values that make the responses match. This is illustrated in Fig. 10.

The controller design was based on the first-order representation of the robot’s propul-

sion systems in the Laplace domain, given by:

G(s) =
Φ(s)

U(s)
=

h

s+a
, (14)

which relates the wheels’ rotational speed Φ(s) to the motor’s input voltage U(s). h and a

are real constants calculated by system identification methods. This model suits both wheels

of the robot’s model.

Analogously, the reference model is represented by:

Gm(s) =
Φm(s)

Φ∗(s)
=

hm

s+am

, (15)

which relates the its wheels’ rotational speed Φm(s) to the desired input velocity Φ∗(s).
Here, hm and am are real constants chosen for the reference model in order to make it achieve

a desired behaviour.
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Fig. 10 MRAC’s block diagram.

The controller combines a control law with an adaptive law, generating real-time esti-

mations of its parameters [10, 38]. The control signal is set by a linear combination of the

input signal Φ∗(s), the plant output signal Φ(s) and the controller parameters ρ1 and ρ2.

Thus, the system follows the reference model with a control law given by:

U(s) = ρ1Φ∗(s)−ρ2Φ(s) =
hm

h
Φ∗(s)−

am−a

h
.Φ(s), (16)

These parameters ρ1 and ρ2 are adjusted according to the error [10, 38]:

e(t) = ϕ̇(t)− ϕ̇m(t). (17)

The adaptive law incorporates stability guarantees, because it satisfies the Lyapunov

criteria [10]. Therefore, Lyapunov’s function candidate is defined by [10]:

V (e,ρ1,ρ2) =
1

2

(

e2 +
1

hγ
(hρ2 +a−am)

2 +
1

hγ
(hρ1−hm)

2

)

, (18)

such that

dV

dt
=−ame2(t)+

1

γ
(hρ2 +a−am)

(

dρ2

dt
− γϕ̇(t)e(t)

)

+
1

γ
(hρ1−hm)

(

dρ1

dt
+ γϕ̇∗(t)e(t)

)

. (19)

With the rules of adapting the parameters given by [10, 38]

dρ1

dt
=−γϕ̇∗(t)e(t), (20)

dρ2

dt
= γϕ̇(t)e(t), (21)
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the function V (e,ρ1,ρ2) satisfies the Lyapunov criteria

dV

dt
=−ame2(t)< 0. (22)

The outputs of this layer are the control signals, uk, for each motor to keep the robot’s

right and left wheels at the desired angular velocities, ϕ̇∗r and ϕ̇∗l . These can be obtained

from Vq by

[

ϕ̇∗r
ϕ̇∗l

]

=









1

r

b

r
1

r
−

b

r









[

v

ω

]

. (23)

Thus, it is expected that the system follows the reference model with the control laws

given by [10, 38]

ur,k = ρ1,kϕ̇∗r,k−ρ2,kϕ̇r,k,

ul,k = ρ1,kϕ̇∗l,k−ρ2,kϕ̇l,k,
(24)

in which ρ1 and ρ2 are the parameters to be adapted for each wheel according to the follow-

ing adaptation law

ρ1,k = ρ1,k−1−Tvγϕ̇∗k (ϕ̇k− ϕ̇m,k),

ρ2,k = ρ2,k−1−Tvγϕ̇k(ϕ̇k− ϕ̇m,k),
(25)

in which Tvγ is the adaptation gain.

5.4 Vision Module

The RoboMagellan competition rules establish that the robot must make its way through

an outdoor course going to various GPS centered orange cones as waypoints. There are

no restrictions to the time of the day a round takes place. To identify and track the target

cone for a smoother approximation, a vision module is part of the architecture. Its goal is

to minimize the distance estimation error, track time, and be robust to changes in lighting

conditions [8]. The maximum distance update time was defined as 100 ms in accordance to

the motion module.

The target cone’s shape and color were used for its identification in the environment. To

this purpose, we adapted the combined single linkage and centroid linkage region growing

technique [25] to obtain segments with the target’s color with reduced computational cost,

while maintaining robustness to lighting and background conditions.

To improve segmentation quality, as a preprocessing step, we applied a sequence of

erosion, median and dilatation filters, smoothing segments surfaces and removing bright

spots, making the target segment more homogeneous. Applying the median filter prior to

the dilatation filter improved bright spots removal in comparison to a median and opening

filter combination. We then change the image to the CIELAB color space [27], which is

more invariant to lighting conditions.

To segment possible target cones in the image, we first define how similar each pixel is

to the target cone’s color, according to algorithm 1, in which a return value of 1 is the most

similar. We will refer to this value as color similarity for the rest of the paper. The internal
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Algorithm 1 Color Similarity

1: function COLORSIMILARITY (L,a,b)

2: SL←ChannelSimilarity(L,L min,L min optimal,L max optimal,L max)
3: Sa←ChannelSimilarity(a,a min,a min optimal,a max optimal,a max)
4: Sb←ChannelSimilarity(b,b min,b min optimal,b max optimal,b max)

return SL ·Sa ·Sb

1: function CHANNELSIMILARITY(val,min,min optimal,max optimal,max)

2: if val < min then

return 0

3: else if val < min optimal then

return val−min
min optimal−min

4: else if val < max optimal then

return 1

5: else if val < max then

return 1− val−max optimal
max−max optimal

6: else

return 0

constants of the algorithm were manually tuned to fit the target cones color. To avoid the

cost of repeatedly computing this, each possible similarity value is computed off-line and

stored in a map data structure, to be quickly retrieved when necessary during execution.

Afterwards, we sweep the image and whenever we find a pixel with color similarity

above a threshold value th we obtain a segment starting from that point applying a region

growing technique. Empirically, the value th = 0.8 provided better segmentation for an ac-

ceptable computational cost, and was used in all experiments.

In the region growing, a pixel is added to the growing segment if it is adjacent to a

pixel in the growing segment, the euclidean distance between these pixels colors is below

a threshold te and if its color similarity is above a value tg. Also empirically, we found

that the values te = 0.025 and tg = 0.5 allowed us to obtain the target segment without

significant shape loss. This color similarity approach replaces the centroid criteria linkage

in [25], avoiding the computational cost of online updates to the centroid value without

significant shape loss to the segment. Each pixel added to the segment has its similarity

value changed to 0 to indicate it has already been processed.

For each segment obtained, we calculate its principal components (x,y) and align them

with the x and y axes. We then regress two lines to the segment right and left limits, given

the target’s simple trapezoidal form, the segment shape is verified by angle formed between

those lines plus the height/width ratio of the segment. If the shape criteria is accepted, we

try and measure the targets position in the robot’s body frame coordinates.

To get the target’s distance to the robot, we first obtain an a priori distance

dprior =
Htarget

tan(S f v)
(26)

in which Htarget is the targets height in meters and S f v is the segments field of view, obtained

by multiplying the segment height in pixels by the field of view of a pixel.

Taking several of these a priori measures in known distances, we obtained a quadratic

regression that related these a priori measures to a posteriori measures with better precision.

Here we apply another quality criteria: if the distance is above a set maximum distance value,

we reject that measure, as its accuracy has reduced confidence. We defined that maximum

distance as 15 meters.
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The targets angle of view is obtained by interpolating the segments center pixels column

in the image horizontal field of view; x and y positions are obtained using trigonometric

relations with the targets a posteriori distance and angle of view. The first (x,y) value initial-

izes an extended Kalman filter tracker, using the robot’s odometry in the prediction stage.

The prediction stage equations are

xB,k+1|k = xB,k|k +T ẋB,k|k,

ẋB,k+1|k = − sin(ωzT )ωzxB,k|k− sin(ωzT )ωzC

− cos(ωzT )ωzyB,k|k− cos(ωzT )
Vl +Vr

2
,

yB,k+1|k = yB,k|k +T ẏB,k|k,

ẏB,k+1|k = cos(ωzT )ωzxB,k|k− sin(ωzT )ωzyB,k|k

+ cos(ωzT )ωzC− sin(ωzT )
Vl +Vr

2
,

(27)

in which C is the distance from the camera to the center of the robot, Vl and Vr are the left

and right wheel speeds, respectively, and T is the elapsed time between predictions.

Using the inverse procedure to get x,y position from a segment, we obtain the predicted

bounding box for the target in the image. Using the predicted x,y position variances, we

define xmin,xmax,ymin,ymax values, which we use to define a larger bounding box, limiting

the positions in which we expect the target to be found in the image. This second bounding

box we use as region of interest in which we apply the vision algorithm measuring the targets

position.

As a way of controlling the vision algorithm efficiency, we defined a maximum image

region size to be processed by the algorithm and resize regions of interest bigger than that

size to it. To get our desired 10 Hz we defined that maximum size to 15000 pixels, which

translated to the target being roughly 2 meters away from the robot. The big difference

between this value and the maximum accepted distance shows that we could easily increase

the algorithm frame rate if necessary.

Before applying the Kalman filter update step, we evaluate the quality of the vision

measurement. We do so by calculating the Mahalanobis’ distance between the predicted

position and the measurement position. If the distance is greater than 5.991, the 95% in the

χ2
2 table, the measure is discarded, otherwise we apply the update step of the Kalman filter.

If five successive measures are discarded this way, the tracking is abandoned, and the vision

algorithm starts anew, searching the entire camera frame.

The x and y position values obtained after the update step of the Kalman filter are then

transformed to a distance and an angle value, which are sent to be used by the motion

module. The detailed algorithm can be found in [8].

5.5 Route Planner Module

The route planner utilizes a bi-dimensional cost map generated by a geo-referenced image

obtained from satellite images. To provide some a priori knowledge about possible obstacles

like fences, buildings, and others, these elements are manually marked in the map and the

remaining parts being considered as free space. The resulting cost map is given as input

to the Rapidly-Exploring Random Tree (RRT) algorithm [31]. We exploited standard RRT

planning strategies with local planner given by line segments which were tracked by the

real-time adaptive controller.
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The cost map is transformed into a configuration space C , as illustrated in Fig. 11 where

the obstacles are represented in black. The algorithm creates a route by randomly exploring

a tree structure representing the space. The search tree grows as new positions are added,

with obstacles forming leaf nodes, until a position close enough to the goal is reached.

Fig. 11 C configuration space, represented as a continuous cost map.

Although this not an optimal algorithm, it provides good enough solutions very quickly,

which is a better approach to work in a dynamic environment. The choice for a simpler solu-

tion yet quick solution was due to the nature of the autonomous navigation task in outdoors,

that is, the large uncertainties within the environment. Implementations using B-splines, C-

splines and even advanced geometrical Interpolation strategies could smooth the trajectory

to the robot kinematics yet they would still be highly dependent on the adaptive control so-

lution in real-world applications. For better comprehension of the interpolation complexity

in this scenario, and possible improvements in planning (in exchange of additional com-

putational complexity), the authors refer the reader to the excel work of Allmendinger et

al. [2].

6 Experimental Results

This section presents a series of real-robot experiments in unconstrained outdoor environ-

ments. The tasks presented herein aimed at validating the proposed robot architecture in

such complex scenario and to evaluate the performance of different modules from the sys-

tem framework. This section is organized by trials and quantitative assessment from different

modules. Lastly, we also included a simulated task to analyze the performance of the closed-

loop system stemming from module modifications in a controlled simulated environment.

6.1 Localization module

The localization module was evaluated by performing tests in which the robot was remotely

controlled to perform closed paths, measuring the distances between the start and finish

points to assess the algorithms. Due to unforeseen communication delays from the GPS

receiver, which degraded the efficiency of the GPS data in real-time, only the attitude filter

was active and the velocity and position values were estimated using odometry. The filter

was able to compensate the lack of GPS data, as shown in Fig. 12 — that is, the shape and
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distance travelled after the filtering is similar to the real ones travelled by the robot, the final

point being close to the origin, the expected finish point.

Fig. 12 shows a comparison between the EKF and the UKF approaches for one of the

tests, in which we may observe that the UKF performed slightly better than the EKF, with

the final point being closer to the origin. Further testing for comparing of the computational

cost in real-time applications is undergoing.

Fig. 12 EKF and UKF for attitude filtering in a closed path

6.2 Vision Module

The robustness of the vision module when dealing with unstructured environments was eval-

uated by performing several target identification tests in different conditions. Ambient illu-

mination is a key factor, so we tested the algorithms in different situations, such as night

time, as illustrated in Fig. 13. Despite the unfavorable conditions, the module successfully

identified the target.

The target’s surroundings might also pose a difficulty, so we experimented in conditions

where the target might be camouflaged, as shown in Fig. 14. The module also identified the

target successfully in this case.

To assess target tracking, we performed a short experiment in which a hard turn is forced

(manually, via remote control) while the robot is tracking the target. The code was adapted

so that if the algorithm failed to detect the target within the region of interest, a second

attempt would be performed on the entire image, giving us graphic information of where the

object should have been found. Fig. 15 shows the estimated trajectory for this experiment,

where pink circles indicate the detection considering the whole image. Fig. 16 shows the
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Fig. 13 Frame with target identification after sunset. Zoomed in on top left corner.

Fig. 14 Frame with target identification. Zoomed in on top left corner.

Mahalanobis distance calculated for this, where the red line indicates the distance threshold

defined in subsection 5.4. The red and pink circles in Fig. 15 are the points for which the

Mahalanobis distance was above the defined threshold. As may be observed in those images,

after five frames without valid measures, the tracking error is identified and corrected. This

experiment shows the importance of the Mahalanobis distance test in detecting errors in the

tracking and guaranteeing that the target is being correctly tracked.

Using our standard algorithm we performed a new batch of experiments. Fig. 17 presents

the results for one of these experiments, illustrating how the filter smooths the measurements

and improves the final accuracy of the odometry.

6.3 Motion and Trajectory Control Module

To evaluate Bruce’s propulsion systems, it was suspended so that the wheels did not touch

the ground and a reference speed was provided for them.

Fig. 18 depicts the time-response and convergence of the measured robot’s wheels ve-

locities (in black) compared to the reference velocity input (in gray). It is clear that the speed
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Fig. 15 Target’s estimated trajectory by the vision module with tracking correction

Fig. 16 Mahalanobis’ distance for the experiment

controller presented negligible error in steady state. The transient state, on the other hand,

was slow and slightly oscillatory, as expected for the chosen control methodology. The delay

presented in Fig. 18 reflects the internal robot dynamics and the response time of the closed-

loop system—in other words, it is the mobile robot closed-loop inherent delay required to

achieve a given velocity from an acceleration input.

The errors between the wheel speeds and their references is shown in Fig. 19. Since

the robot is kept at the reference speed during the steady state, these results show that the

MRAC speed controller provides a satisfactory performance.
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Fig. 17 Target’s estimated trajectory by the vision module.

Fig. 18 Velocity of the robot’s wheels with respect to the trajectory controller based on MRAC

6.4 Route Following

To evaluate the “Long approach” state, we suspended the robot and used only its odometry to

estimate its position, as shown in Fig. 20. The black areas are obstacles, the route planner’s

path is magenta, the virtual robot’s course calculated by the motion planner is in blue and

the real robot’s estimated path is red.

In the experiment, Bruce followed the first seven segments as planned, yet uncertainties

in the terrain pushed the system out of the prescribed trajectory in 8th segment. The system

then planned a new route (segments 9 and 10) to adapt to this situation and successfully

reach the goal—even with additional uncertainties in the final segments. Note also that the

non-smoothness in the transition between segments, particularly, between 3 and 6, refers to

the planning strategy based on standard RRT. It is however noticeable the effectiveness of the

adaptive controller in completing the curved trajectory satisfying the robot non-holonomic

constraints.
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Fig. 19 Errors between the right and left wheel velocities and their respective references.

Fig. 20 Long Approach Test Results.
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6.5 Simulation test results

The proposed framework’s greatest advantage is its flexibility in handling the architecture.

To test this, we changed the executive level and evaluated the functional and organizational

levels’ behavior.

To this end, we simulated the RoboMagellan environment as closely as possible, as

shown in Fig. 21. From the georeferenced map of the competition’s ground (top left) we

built the robot’s cost map (top right) and the simulation environment in Gazebo (bottom).

We used the Pioneer 3-AT in the simulation, whose structure is very similar to Bruce’s. Since

they are both nonholonomic differential robots.

The test consisted of finding and reaching three different target cones. The routes planned

for each target are shown in Fig. 22, with the first cone at the top left, the second at top right,

and the third in the bottom part of the figure.

Fig. 21 The map utilized in the simulation.

The robot successfully reached the first two target cones, but failed to complete the chal-

lenge due to a collision with a wall. In the simulated tests, the obstacle avoidance modules

were turned off and the robot used only its odometry to navigate. Since a simple reactive be-

havior could have prevented this failure, this test demonstrates a flaw of a purely deliberative

system.

Fig. 23 presents the path calculated by the route planner (in red) and the actual path ex-

ecuted (in blue). The trajectory control module had to make adjustments in the first segment

because the path calculated did not consider the robot as nonholonomic. Once the robot cor-

rected its orientation, at the end of the first segment in the reference, the rest of the plan is

followed perfectly.
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Fig. 22 The planned paths between the 3 traffic cones.

Fig. 23 Robot following the reference model.

7 CONCLUSIONS

Mobile robot competitions propose new challenges every year and these contribute with the

advances in the field of robotics. To tackle the RoboMagellan competition, in which the par-

ticipants must locate and reach specific targets, we built a robot and proposed a framework

for quickly developing system architectures, upon which we created a system capable of

autonomously navigate outdoor environments.

The framework was tested in real and simulated environments, showing that the pro-

posed system is able to successfully handle the changes in the environment conditions and

elements. The modular approach taken enabled different configurations of software and

hardware components to be quickly tested, and provides flexibility for future developments.

Several improvements are currently under investigation. The route planner module will

incorporate the robot’s orientation and the knowledge that it is nonholonomic. New modules
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in the executive level, to handle different sensors and actuators available, will be tested and

different algorithms for the functional levels are being investigated. Finally, we plan to test

the framework in other robots to further test its flexibility.
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